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List two things about the course content, materials or design that were effective for your learning, or make
constructive suggestions for improvement.
Quiz/Exam Keys were helpful for knowing what was done incorrectly on the problems. For me
personally, the in-class group review sections were not helpful (having students do problems on the
board).
The practice problems really helped me understand how to do the problems. The test study guide was
very helpful.
The Notes provided were good and the amount of homework was appropriate for the course duration
All expectations were laid out for us. It was clear what we had to do to succeed in class, and there
were plenty of opportunities to seek help.
Review session was great and notes a extreme plus.
The course was very well organized and the flow through material was perfect.
You really helped me to understand the material by doing review sessions each day. I also liked that
you were so enthused by math.
I was impressed with how well the class was organized, which was necessary for such rapidly paced
course. I really appreciated the notes that were posted online for us and I felt like the professor
followed the syllabus outline well which helped in scheduling study time.
The pace of this course was very effective for my learning style. Topics were covered throughly,
however quickly. Daily quizzes forced me to be on top of the material covered in class. I would have
gotten behind very quickly without them.

MACARTHUR,KELLY A: List two things about this instructor that were effective for your learning, or make
constructive suggestions for improvement.
Very patient and willing to answer questions. Gave thorough explanations for the problems.
Kelly MacArthur was an amazing professor. How she can possibly be as organized as she is to run
this ultra-high-pace calculus course ever summer for days and weeks on end is beyond me. She is
very efficient and writes astonishingly quickly on chalkboards, which is a very useful skill for this
course. Most importantly, she manages to keep the atmosphere of her class fun and cheerful,
something I never thought would be possible in a serious math class, let alone one done in a
four-week time span.
Professor MacAruthur was an effective and responsive instructor who was available and supportive to
the students taking the course.
Very refreshing. Few professors I have had in a large class have taken the time to know their students'
names and stories. Very upbeat and "to the point". Obviously well versed in the methods of teaching.
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Made the intensity of the class seem lighter.
Kelly was readily available for questions. She welcomed questions... her responses were delivered in
a way that did NOT make you feel dumb for asking. The classroom was very respectful, the instructor
also made the effort to learn everyone's names.. The notes that were online also helped immensely in
keeping organized in a fast paced class. I've taken a few courses from this instructor before, and
highly recommend her! Do ALL of the homework and you will do well in the course.
Kelly's enthusiasm for the course and math all together helps a lot! She is a great teacher.
You are great!!!
She was always available during her office hours and was willing to help. She not only knew the
subject of calculus, but could relate it to other areas of expertise such as engineering, medicine,
computer science etc. Which helped members of the class know how the information we were
learining was relevant to their particular major or intrests.
Displayed extreme mastery of mathematics concepts. Well beyond any math instructor I have ever
had.
Notes provided by the instructor.
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